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Today we will analyze…

The intersections of environmental issues and indigenous people have a 
long standing history in Canada. The livelihoods and inherent rights of 
the indigenous people are threatened by resource extraction and 
environmental problems. Recently, Wet'suwet'en nation in what is known 
as British Columbia has protested against several proposed oil and gas 
pipelines that will pass through their territory. Construct a policy brief 
outlining and critiquing existing policies that endorse these 
pipelines,while proposing policy recommendations that can mediate this 
issue. 



How to write a policy brief:

● Executive Summary
○ abstract/overview

● Background
○ origins/importance of the problem
○ impacts on stakeholders

● Policy Options
○ include current policy alongside alternatives

● Policy Recommendation



Background 

● Pipeline projects have worsened tensions between resource extraction companies 

and Indigenous communities across British Columbia

● Delgamuuk v. The Queen 1997

○ Lack of clarity with respect to the land and title relationship of the Hereditary 

Chiefs of the Wet'suwet'en Nation

● Coastal GasLink and Trans Mountain Pipelines

○ Setting a precedent for Indigenous-Canadian relationships
●



Current Policies and approach
● Indigenous Advisory and Monitoring committee for the Trans mountain project 

○ To improve participation and compliance on the project and its stages 

○ Committee only has 13 indigenous members → lacks proportionate representation

● Environment Assessment Act ( EAA) 
● a framework to ensure protection from environmental, social, health, and economic 

consequences cause by  projects  and  activities  within  the  province
● UNDRIP: UN Declaration of Right of the Indigenous People 

○ “constitute the minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being 
of the indigenous peoples of the world”



Implications and policy recommendations

● Stakeholders must rethink the pipeline design
○ it should limit capacity to maintain current production
○ should shift focus to environmental protection

● COVID19 considerations
○ reduced demand for oil and gas with more remote school and working options
○ thus, could implement "limited capacity pipelines" while oil demand is low

● Incorporation of third party firms
○ environmental assessments should be carried out by a third party to keep it neutral

● Incorporation of Indigenous environmental assessments
○ committees such as the Indigenous Implementation Committee (part of the EAA process) 

should be on all projects related to Indigenous land
○ affected Indigenous communities should have a say in the decision-making process



Judge's notes

● Seemed to be a little biased towards the Indigenous people

○ Ensure that brief acknowledges the difficulty of implementing 

certain laws

● Evaluate scope: national, local and political climate



Tips for Policython

● Always converse with your team members to ensure flow in your brief

● Discuss the topic and look at all scopes of the issue

● Refer to the policy brief outline

● Carefully dismantle the prompt before beginning your research


